MESSAGE FROM
THE EDITOR
ARTS & CRAFTS HOMES and the Revival is the most comprehensive authority on the original Movement and today’s ARTS & CRAFTS HOMES and the
Revival. It inspires those building, renovating, or furnishing a home in the
Arts & Crafts spirit, and celebrates the revival of quality and craftsmanship.
The magazine is a beautiful portfolio of the best work, old and new, with
original photography and expert advice, along with hundreds of sources.
Each issue includes regular departments such as style guides and know-how
articles, expansive features on kitchens and baths, new work in the A&C vein,
and restorations nationwide.
ARTS & CRAFTS HOMES delivers ideas for every budget, an exclusive selection of today’s most beautiful artisan goods, an extensive Expo in print, and,
always, intelligent writing that fits the soul of the movement.
ARTS & CRAFTS HOMES is the most comprehensive magazine on this
period and the only one that regularly covers new houses and today’s
revival. The scope ranges from English art movements—think William
Morris—through the American Craftsman Movement from Stickley to Wright
to Greene & Greene, into the early Modern period and today’s burgeoning
revival—the bungalow and beyond.
Regular coverage brings readers hundreds of contemporary resources,
showcasing the work not only of past masters, but also of those whose livelihoods are made in creating well-crafted homes, furnishings, and works of art
today. Loyal readers are not casual browsers but rather upscale homeowners
and professional designers who rely on the magazine as a resource for finding appropriate products. Their affluence and good taste means dedicated,
repeat buyers for you.
Arts & Crafts is the most popular historical style used today in new construction. From bungalow courts in Maryland, to high-end houses in Colorado, to
a boom in renovation and new construction in the Pacific Northwest, Arts
& Crafts is the darling of architects and homebuyers. Take advantage of this
cross-over from the renovation market to the new housing market.

Sincerely,

Patricia Poore
Editor, Arts & Crafts Homes
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